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An incomplete Lagrange function is introduced for a class of nonlinear program-
ming problems which explains the reason behind the construction of the
MondWeirtype dual. A mixed-type dual is presented for a class of fractional and
generalized fractional programming problems, and various duality theorems are
established. Several duals already reported in the literature follow as special cases
of this study.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let Rn denote the n-dimensional Euclidean space and let Rn be its
n n Ž .nonnegative orthant. Let f : R  R and h : R  R j 1, 2, . . . , m .j
We now consider the following nonlinear programming problem:
P min f xŽ . Ž .
subject to,
h x  0, i 1, 2, . . . , m . 1Ž . Ž . Ž .i
 4For M 1, 2, . . . , m , JM, let KM  J, be the set of indices j
Ž .which are in M but not in J. Let h x denote the column vector
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..T Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..Th x , h x , . . . , h x and be partitioned as h x  h x , h x .1 2 m J K
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 n Ž . 4    Further, let X x R : h x  0, k K , and let J and K denotek
the number of elements in the subset J and K , respectively. For   R  J ,J 
Ž .the Lagrangian dual of problem P is defined as
TLD max min f x   h x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .J J
 	0 xXJ
In the usual Lagrangian duality, the set K is normally taken to be the
empty set, a consequence of which is that X becomes Rn. However, in
Ž .general the set K may not be empty. To emphasize this fact, we call LD
Ž .the mixed Lagrangian dual of the given primal problem P and call the
function L: X R  J  R, given by
TL x ,   f x   h x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .J J J
the incomplete Lagrange function. It is well known that various duality
Ž . Ž .theorems hold between P and LD under appropriate convexity-type
assumptions on the objective and the constraint functions.
Ž .If the objective and the constraint functions in P are differentiable

 and K is empty, then we have the well-known Wolfe dual 9 , for which
various duality theorems were established under the assumption that the
objective and the constraint functions are convex. In this context, it may be
Ž .remarked that the Wolfe dual for P is obtained by simply writing the
necessary optimality condition for the inner unconstrained problem in
TLD1 max min f x   h xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
n	0 xR
and assuming convexity-type conditions on f and h to make these neces-

  Ž .sary conditions sufficient. Thus the Wolfe dual 9 for the problem P is
Ž . Ž . T Ž .obtained via the usual Lagrange function L x,   f x   h x .
ŽSince certain duality theorems may fail to hold for the Wolfe model if
the objective andor the constraint functions are generalized convex
Ž 
 . 
 Mangasarian 5 , Mond and Weir 6 presented a new model for studying

 duality in nonlinear programming. The Mond and Weir model 6 allows
the weakening of the convexity requirements, for the objective and the
constraint functions and hence in this sense is more general. Although the
Mond and Weir model is fascinating and has been studied extensively in
the literature, at times it becomes difficult to understand the motivation

 for writing the dual exactly in the form given by Mond and Weir 6 . To the
best of our knowledge, it has never been explained explicitly in the
literature.
The purpose of this paper is to explain that the general form of the
Ž .MondWeir dual for P is obtained by writing the KarushKuhnTucker
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Ž .necessary optimality conditions for the inner constrained problem of LD
and putting appropriate generalized convexity conditions so that these
necessary conditions become sufficient. We thereby conclude that the

 MondWeir dual 6 is connected to the incomplete Lagrange function
Ž . 
 L x,  exactly in the same manner as the Wolfe dual 9 is connected toJ
Ž .the usual Lagrange function L x,  .
Ž .In what follows we assume that f and h j 1, 2, . . . , m are twicej
differentiable and that the symbols  and 2 denote the gradient and the
Hessian operators, respectively. Also, we write the vector  Rm as
Ž .  J  K   ,  ,   R , and   R .J K J  K 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the relationship of the
Ž . Ž .mixed Lagrangian dual LD with the general form of the mixed dual of
Mond and Weir, and thus provides a motivation for the required formula-
tion of the MondWeir dual. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the study of
mixed duality for fractional and generalized fractional programming prob-
lems, of which various duals known in the literature are obtained as special
cases.
2. RELATING THE MIXED LAGRANGIAN DUAL
AND THE MONDWEIR DUAL

 Although Mond and Weir 6 proposed many formulations of their dual
Ž .for P , the most commonly used and well-known form is
MD max f uŽ . Ž .
subject to,
 f u  T h u  0,Ž . Ž .Ž .
T h u 	 0,Ž .
	 0,
Ž .where the duality results are established under the assumptions that f  is
T Ž . Ž . Ž .pseudoconvex and  h  is quasi-convex for all feasible x, u,  to P
Ž .and MD .
Ž . 
 A generalized form of the usual dual MD has also been given in 6
that is equivalent to the following formulation:
TMWD max f u   h uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .J J
subject to,
 f u  T h u  0,Ž . Ž .Ž .
T
 h u 	 0,Ž . Ž .K K
  ,  	 0,Ž .J K
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where the weak and the strong duality theorems are established by
Ž . Ž .T Ž . Ž .T Ž .assuming that f    h  is pseudoconvex and  h  is quasi-J J K k
Ž . Ž . Ž .convex, for all feasible x, u,  to P and MWD .
Ž .We call the generalized form MWD the mixed dual of the given
Ž .nonlinear programming problem P . We now demonstrate that under
appropriate assumptions, under which the necessary optimality conditions
Ž . Ž .are also sufficient, the problems LD and MWD are equivalent. This
Ž . Ž .equivalence is in the sense that if x,  is optimal to LD , then thereJ
Ž . Ž . Ž .exists  such that x,  ,   ,  is optimal to MWD , and, con-K J K
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .versely, if x,  ,   ,  is optimal to MWD , then x,  is optimalˆ ˆJ K J
Ž . Ž . Ž .to LD . Also the optimal values of MWD and LD are equal. For this,
 J  Ž .consider a fixed   R and denote by P1 the programJ 
T
P1 min f x   h xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /J J
subject to,
h x  0, k K ,Ž .k
and assume that the KuhnTucker constraint qualification is satisfied for
Ž . ŽP1 . Then by the KarushKuhnTucker necessary conditions see, e.g.,
K 
 . Ž .Mangasarian 5 , for an optimal solution x of P1 , there exists   RK 
such that
T T
 f x   h x   h x  0, 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /J J K K
T
 h x  0, 3Ž . Ž .Ž .K K
h x  0. 4Ž . Ž .K
We now have the following lemma, the proof of which follows on the

 lines of Mangasarian 5 .
Ž . T Ž . T Ž .LEMMA 1. If f    h  is pseudoconex for fixed  	 0 and  h J J J K K
Ž . Ž . Ž .is quasi-conex, then 2  4 are sufficient for optimality of x in P1 .
As a consequence of Lemma 1, and under the KuhnTucker constraint
Ž .qualification, the problem LD is equivalent to the following problem:
TELD max f u   h uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .J J
subject to,
T T
 f u   h u   h u  0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .J J K K
T
 h u 	 0,Ž . Ž .K K
  ,  	 0,Ž .J K
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Ž .which is nothing but the general form of the MondWeir dual MWD for
Ž .the problem P . Thus the MondWeir dual formulation is related to the
Ž .incomplete Lagrange function L x,  exactly in the same manner as theJ
Ž .usual Lagrange function L x,  is related to the Wolfe dual. This obser-
vation gives a very general way of constructing the mixed dual once an
appropriate choice of incomplete Lagrange function has been made. We
illustrate this point in the following sections.
3. MIXED DUALITY IN FRACTIONAL PROGRAMMING
Consider the following fractional programming problem:
FP min f x g xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
subject to,
h x  0, j 1, 2, . . . , m ,Ž . Ž .j
 n Ž . 4where S x R : h x  0, j 1, 2, . . . , m is the set of feasible solu-j
n Ž .tions and f , g, h : R  R j 1, 2, . . . , m are twice differentiable func-j
Ž .tions with g x  0 for all x S.
Ž . Ž .Since g x  0 for all x S, the problem FP is equivalent to the
Ž .following problem FP1 :
FP1 min f x g xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
subject to,
h x g x  0, j J ,Ž . Ž .j
h x  0, k K .Ž .k
Hence by choosing the incomplete Lagrange function L : X R  J  RF 
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .T Ž .. Ž .  n Ž .as L x,   f x   h x g x , where X x R : h x F J J J k
4 Ž .0, k K , the mixed Lagrangian dual for the problem FP can be
defined as
TLD2 max min f x   h x g x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /J Jž /
xX 	 0J
As in the case of nonlinear programming problem, under suitable
assumptions so that necessary optimality conditions are also sufficient, the
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Ž .problem LD2 is equivalent to the problem
Tf u   h uŽ . Ž . Ž .J J
ELD2 maxŽ .
g uŽ .subject to,
Tf u   h uŽ . Ž . Ž .J J T
   h u  0,Ž . Ž .K Kž /g uŽ .
T
 h u 	 0,Ž . Ž .K K
  ,  	 0.Ž .J K
Ž .Note that for K, the problem ELD2 reduces to the dual problem

  Ž .introduced by Bector 1 for the fractional programming problem FP ,

 whereas for J, we get the MondWeir dual 6 . Also, the weak and
Ž . Ž .strong duality theorems between FP and ELD2 can be proved under
Ž Ž . Ž .T Ž .. Ž .the assumption that f    h  g  is pseudoconvex andJ J
Ž .T Ž . Ž . h  is quasi-convex. The dual ELD2 is more general and is calledK K
Ž .the mixed MondWeirtype dual of FP .
Ž . Ž .Now we state various duality theorems between FP and ELD2 , but
omit their proofs, as they follow by usual arguments.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1 Weak Duality . Let x be feasible for FP , u,  be feasible
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .T Ž .. Ž . Ž .T Ž .for ELD2 . Let f    h  g  be pseudoconex and  h J J K K
Ž . Ž .be quasi-conex for all feasible solutions of FP and ELD2 . Then
Tf x f u   h uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .J J	 .
g x g uŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2 Strong Duality . Let x be optimal for FP and assume that

  Ž .a suitable constraint qualification 5 holds for FP1 . Then there exists  such
Ž . Ž . Ž .that x,  is feasible for ELD2 and the objectie function alues of FP
Ž .and ELD2 are equal. Further, if the hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold, then
Ž . Ž .x,  is optimal for ELD2 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3 Converse Duality . Let x,  be optimal for ELD2 , at
2 T
ŽŽ Ž . Ž .. Ž ..which the n  n Hessian matrix H   f x   h x g x J J
T Ž . Ž Ž .. h x is either positie definite or negatie definite and  Ý  h xK K k K k k
Ž . Ž . 0. Then x is feasible for FP and the objectie function alues of FP
Ž .and ELD2 are equal. Further, if the hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold then x is
Ž .optimal for FP .
Remark 1. For the usual convex concave fractional programming, f ,
g, and h are convex functions. In the case g where is not an affine
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Ž . nfunction, we will have to assume that f x 	 0 for all x R , and this will
Ž . Ž .T Ž .necessitate including an additional constraint, namely f u   h uJ J
Ž .	 0, in the dual problem ELD2 .
Ž Ž . Ž .T Ž .. Ž .Remark 2. Note that on taking   f u   h u g u inJ J
Ž .ELD2 , we get
ELD2 * max Ž .
subject to,
Tf u g u   h u 	 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .J J
T f u g u   h u  0,Ž . Ž . Ž .
T
 h u 	 0,Ž . Ž .K K
  ,  	 0.Ž .J K
Ž . 
 Here for K, the dual D of 4 is obtained as the special case. It1
Ž .may be remarked that various duality theorems hold between FP and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T Ž .ELD2 * under the assumptions that the function f  g    h J J
Ž .T Ž .is pseudoconvex and  h  is quasi-convex. However when f , g,K K
Ž . Ž .and h j 1, 2, . . . , m are convex functions with g not affine , we mustj
Ž . nassume that f x 	 0 for all x R . In this case, it will be necessary to
Ž .include  	 0 as a constraint in ELD2 *.
4. MIXED DUALITY IN GENERALIZED
FRACTIONAL PROGRAMMING
n Ž . n Ž .Let f , g : R  R i 1, 2, . . . , p and h : R  R j 1, 2, . . . , m bei i j
continuous and twice-differentiable functions. We consider the following
Ž .generalized fractional programming problem GFP :
maxminGFP f x g xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .n i i1 i px R
subject to,
h x  0, for j 1, 2, . . . , m ,Ž .j
 n Ž . 4where S x R : h x  0, for j 1, 2, . . . , m is the set of feasiblej
Ž .solutions and g x  0 for all x S and for all i 1, 2, . . . , p.i

  Ž .Now, as in 2 , we introduce the following problem EGFP :
EGFP min qŽ .
subject to,
f x  qg x  0, i 1, 2, . . . , p ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
h x  0, j 1, 2, . . . , m .Ž . Ž .j
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Ž . Ž .The problems GFP and EGFP are equivalent in the sense of following
Ž 
 .lemmas Bector et al. 2 .
Ž .LEMMA 2. If x is feasible for GFP , then there exists q R such that
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x, q is feasible for EGFP . Conersely, if x, q is feasible for EGFP ,
Ž .then x is feasible for GFP .
Ž .LEMMA 3. The point x is optimal for GFP with the optimal alue q iff
Ž . Ž .x, q is optimal for EGFP with the optimal alue q.

  Ž .Bector and Suneja 3 proposed the following problem GFD as the
Ž .Lagrangian dual for the problem GFP :
GFD max min yT f x  T h x yTg x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .ž /ny	o , 	0 xR
Ty e1
Ž .T p T pHere e 1, 1, . . . , 1  R , and y e denotes the sum Ý y .i1 i
 n Ž . 4  p T 4Let X x R : h x  0, k K , Y y R : y	 0, y e 1 .k
Hence by choosing the incomplete Lagrange function L : X Y R  J G 
Ž . Ž T Ž . Ž .T Ž .. T Ž . R as L x, y,   y f x   h x y g x , the mixed La-G J J J
Ž .grangian dual for problem GFP can be defined as
TT TLD3 max min y f x   h x y g x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /J Jž /
 J  xXy	o ,  RJ 
Ty e1
Now under suitable assumptions so that the necessary optimality condi-
Ž .tions are also sufficient, the problem LD3 is equivalent to
TT TELD3 max y f u   h u y g uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /J J
subject to,
T TT T y f u   h u y g u   h u  0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /ž /J J K K
T
 h u 	 0,Ž . Ž .K K
yTe 1,
y	 0,   ,  	 0.Ž .J K
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. 
 Taking J resp. K , the dual FD2 resp. FD1 of 2 is
obtained as special case. It may be remarked that various duality theorems
Ž . Ž .between GFP and ELD3 can be proved under the assumption that the
ŽŽ T Ž . Ž .T Ž .. T Ž .. Ž .T Ž .function y f    h  y g  is pseudoconvex and  h  isJ J K K
Ž . Ž . Ž .quasi-convex for all feasible solutions x, u, y,  of GFP and ELD3 .
ŽŽ T Ž . Ž .T Ž .. T Ž .. Ž .Taking   y f u   h u y g u , the problem ELD3 in termsJ J
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of the new variable  becomes
ELD4 max Ž .
subject to,
p
Ty f u g u   h u  0, 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i i i J J
i1
p
T y f u g u   h u  0, 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i i i
i1
T
 h u 	 0, 7Ž . Ž . Ž .K K
yTe 1, 8Ž .
y	 0,   ,  	 0,   R . 9Ž . Ž .J K
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Here we note that taking J resp. K , the dual D2 resp. D1

 of 2 is obtained as special case.
Ž . Ž .We now state various duality theorems relating EGFP and ELD4 .
Ž . Ž .Since GFP is equivalent to EGFP , this establishes duality between
Ž . Ž .GFP and ELD4 . We again omit the proofs here, because they follow
on standard lines.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4 Weak Duality . Let x, q be feasible for EGFP and
Ž . Ž . p 
 Ž . Ž . Ž .T Ž .u,  , y,  be feasible for ELD4 . Let Ý y f  g    h i1 i i i J J
Ž .T Ž .be pseudoconex and  h  be quasi-conex for all feasible solutions ofK K
Ž . Ž .EGFP and ELD4 . Then
q	 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 5 Strong Duality . Let x, q be optimal for EGFP and let

  Ž .a suitable constraint qualification 5 hold for EGFP . Then there exists
Ž . Ž . Ž .y,  such that x, q, y,  is feasible for ELD4 and corresponding objec-
tie function alues are equal. Furthermore, if the hypotheses of Theorem 4
Ž . Ž . Ž .hold, then x and x, q, y,  are optimal for GFP and ELD4 .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 6 Strict Converse Duality . Let u,  , y,  be optimal for
Ž . Ž .ELD4 , let x be optimal for GFP , and let a suitable constraint qualification

  Ž . T Ž . T Ž . Ž .T Ž .5 hold for GFP . Assume that y f  y g    h  is strictlyJ J
Ž .T Ž . T Ž . T Ž .pseudoconex and  h  is quasi-conex, or that y f  y g  K K
Ž .T Ž . Ž .T Ž . h  is quasi-conex and  h  is strictly pseudoconex. Further-J J K K
more, if the hypotheses of Theorem 4 hold, then u x is an optimal solution
Ž .for GFP with the corresponding objectie function alue  .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 7 Converse Duality . Let x,  , y,  be optimal for ELD4
2 p T
 
 Ž . Ž . Ž .at which the n n Hessian matrix H  Ý y f x g x   h xi1 i i i
Ž Ž ..is positie definite or negatie definite and  Ý  h x  0. Then x isJ K k k
Ž .feasible for GFP with the corresponding objectie function alue  . Further-
more, if the hypotheses of Theorem 4 hold, then x is a global optimal solution
Ž .for GFP .
Remark 3. For the case where f , g , and h are convex functions andi i j
some g is not affine, we need to assume that corresponding f 	 0 for alli i
x Rn. We also require that the constraint  	 0 be included in the dual
Ž .ELD4 . Comments similar to Remark 1 will also apply for the dual
Ž . Ž T Ž . Ž .T Ž ..ELD3 ; i.e., an additional constraint of the type y f u   h u 	J J
0 will need to be added to this dual.
Remark 4. The duality results stated in this paper require the appropri-
ate pseudoconvexityquasi-convexity assumptions on the objective and
constraint functions. However, it may be pointed out here that pseudocon-
vexityquasi-convexity assumptions can be replaced by any set of general-
ized convexity-type assumptions under which the necessary optimality
conditions also become sufficient. This follows as a consequence of basic
construction of the mixed Lagrangian dual. Thus these results can also be
stated in appropriate invexity-type or generalized invexity-type assump-
tions on the objective and the constraint functions.
Remark 5. The results proved here can also be proved, under appropri-
ate conditions and modifications in proofs, for multiobjective, continuous,
and variational type programming problems.
Remark 6. Related references for fractional and multiobjective pro-

  
 gramming are Mond and Zang 7 and Xu 8 , respectively. These papers
attempt to present a mixed form of the MondWeir dual but make no
attempt to relate them to the mixed Lagrangian duality, and thus throw no
light on the construction of the proposed mixed dual.
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